A blended learning and teaching model to improve bedside undergraduate paediatric clinical training during and beyond the COVID-19 pandemic
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The 2020 COVID-19 pandemic has severely disrupted paediatric undergraduate bedside clinical training. Facing an uncertain future, we need to be able to adapt to the variable effects of the pandemic on bedside training. During severe conditions, no bedside training is possible, while limited bedside training is possible during less severe conditions. We propose a learning and teaching model for undergraduate paediatric clinical training during and beyond the COVID-19 pandemic to facilitate bedside clinical training in order to maximise students’ acquisition of clinical competencies.

The current COVID-19 pandemic, which is expected to continue far into 2021, has severely disrupted the undergraduate bedside learning and teaching programme in the Department of Paediatrics at the Chris Hani Baragwanath Academic Hospital (CHBAH) in South Africa. CHBAH is the largest academic hospital affiliated with the University of the Witwatersrand, in Johannesburg. Traditional bedside learning ceased when South African (SA) universities were closed at the beginning of the lockdown in March 2020, leading to a mass swing to emergency remote learning (ERL). While online teaching can augment clinical training, it cannot replace bedside clinical skill training. As the lockdown restrictions have eased, students have gradually returned to the hospital in limited numbers to resume clinical training. However, the clinical learning environment is far from ideal, and students are not acquiring the expected clinical competencies.

The impact of the pandemic on clinical training at CHBAH is similar to that experienced elsewhere (Table 1). In addition, in our situation, clinician-educators are anxious and want to minimise the time spent in high-risk clinical areas. The use of personal protective equipment (PPE), coupled with brief clinical examinations, has severely limited direct interactions with patients. There is also uncertainty about, among other things, the impact of a second wave of the pandemic, when students fully return to the clinical learning environment, and how to deal with students who contract COVID-19 and miss large parts of their clinical rotations. Chie et al. explicitly stated that ‘the central tenet of medical education [referring to bedside learning and teaching] must be re-examined’ and that ‘it is hard to ignore that question of whether trainee education is worth pursuing amid a pandemic’.18

The impact of the pandemic on medical education will endure. In our situation, the lack of comprehensive clinical training immediately affects medical students in the final 3 years of study (years 4 - 6 of the 6-year MB BCh degree). Assuming a best-case scenario where bedside clinical training ‘normalises’ in the future, these undergraduate students will need additional undergraduate training. Affected final (6th)-year students will require additional training during their internship year. While acknowledging hardships caused by the pandemic, the clinical competencies of these students and graduates (through no fault of their own) will be substandard.19 Without additional training, these deficiencies will persist.

The pandemic has affected bedside clinical training in various ways. When severe restrictions (or levels of lockdown) were in place, bedside clinical training ceased completely. Bedside training did not return to normal when restrictions were eased because clinician-educators continued to work at the pandemic coalesce and adherence to COVID-19 safety protocols took precedence over bedside training. This consequence meant that students did not fully re-enter the clinical workspace: students took turns to stay at home and attend hospitals and clinics for limited bedside training.

Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, at our university, medical students learned about basic sciences in their first year, and mainly anatomy and physiology in their second year. The third and fourth years were probably best described as students undertaking ‘integrated body system learning’ with associated minor clinical skills training. In their last 2 years of training, students undertook discipline-based, 5- to 6-week block rotations with an emphasis on bedside clinical training, with some lecture-based learning. These clinical blocks were offered either in a single year (for some disciplines) or in both clinical years (for others). Final assessments were undertaken at the end of each clinical block and were characterised by theoretical and clinical (mainly objective structured clinical examination (OSCE)) components. The curriculum specified core topics that students should learn during their clinical rotations; blended learning was not
The pandemic has forced clinician-educators to re-examine and re-imagine existing training methods, especially for students in their final 2 years of study, which have a strong emphasis on bedside clinical training. The introduction of online learning and teaching platforms (albeit imposed by the swing to emergency remote teaching (ERT)) has made clinician-educators aware of blended learning systems that could improve the quality of bedside clinical training in resource-limited settings. The potential advantages that blended learning systems offer are very likely to extend beyond the post-COVID-19 period. How, then, do we move forward?

We propose a blended learning model for continuing the instruction of fifth- and sixth-year undergraduate bedside clinical training during the different stages of the pandemic. Most clinician-educators could face three stages of severity of the pandemic (or variations thereof) when considering if and how bedside training should occur. The first stage describes the period when no bedside training is possible, the second describes a situation where limited bedside training is possible, and the third envisages a return to pre-pandemic training. Considering that the duration of the pandemic is uncertain (as evidenced by the often worse second wave of infections in the USA and Europe) and that our pre-pandemic bedside teaching conditions were far from ideal, we propose that a blended learning programme be used to continue undergraduate bedside training during and beyond the COVID-19 pandemic.

During the development of our clinical training model, we accepted the following conditions, choices and assumptions about clinical training during and beyond the pandemic:

- We should accept that the quality of clinical training (i.e. the acquisition of clinical competencies and reasoning) will be sub-optimal while safety protocols such as physical distancing are required.
- We should not defer difficult choices that lead to a ‘toxic combination of inaction and paralysis.’

## Table 1. The impact of COVID-19 on undergraduate bedside clinical training (modified after Chiel et al.) and potential solutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Limited direct interaction with patients:</th>
<th>Improving interactions with patients:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Clinical encounters with inpatients and outpatients are reduced; parents/caregivers have restricted access to inpatient wards.</td>
<td>• Patient encounters need to be focused, brief and effective. Patient interactions should be maintained telephonically or electronically for continuity of care.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Continuity relationships – where one gets to know a patient – are disrupted.</td>
<td>• Opportunities need to be identified to facilitate patient, learner and clinician-educator safety in the clinical workspace.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced colleague/multidisciplinary team interaction:</td>
<td>Improving colleague/multidisciplinary team interaction:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• ‘Grand ward rounds’ – where colleagues and students interact around a patient’s bedside – are absent.</td>
<td>• Professional interactions may continue online/electronically.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Live interactions at academic meetings (such as journal clubs and case presentations) have ceased.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suspension of bedside clinical training:</td>
<td>Resuming bedside clinical training using blended learning:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Cancelled clinic visits and decreased inpatient volumes, postponed elective admissions or procedures, and dramatic changes in staffing protocols limit the number of training opportunities and the number of students who can be taught in the hospital.</td>
<td>• Expert clinician-educators should demonstrate bedside clinical skills in online courses. Specific clinical skills (selected based on their diagnostic relevance and level of difficulty) should initially be demonstrated. Preference should be given to material that promotes self-directed learning. Next, to develop specified clinical competencies, learners should be given directed instruction on how to integrate physical findings to make a diagnosis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The move to online learning and teaching platforms raises several problems such as data access and costs, and clinician-educator and readiness.</td>
<td>• High data costs need to be addressed at a co-ordinated institutional, government and service provider level.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insufficient bedside time to develop effective assessment skills:</td>
<td>• Faculty development is required for the production of effective online learning materials.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Students (who will soon become interns) who spend minimal time in clinical environments cannot perform efficient and tailored physical examinations, and are therefore unable to make accurate clinical assessments.</td>
<td>• Reform existing curricula.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Maximising bedside time to develop effective assessment skills:

- New forms of learning materials and online programmes need to be created; for example, blended learning programmes that facilitate the achievement of clinical competence.
- Faculty development focusing on clinician-educators demonstrating fundamental skills at the bedside is needed; these skills should enable interns to diagnose common and/or life-threatening illnesses.
- Clinician-educators should adopt effective learning approaches when bedside training time is limited. This includes the facilitation of pattern recognition by the student instead of the slower traditional Socratic methods.
- Assessment tools and examinations (including ward-based assessments) need to be redesigned for blended learning curricula.
- Students need to learn how to triage effectively during a global pandemic and to develop and strengthen health systems during the pandemic.
We should design adaptable training programmes that can buffer the uncertainties created by the changing levels of pandemic severity on the learning space and environment.

We need to incorporate innovative, technologically supported methods to enhance blended learning approaches. Clinician-educators need to work out which clinical skills and competencies are best learnt online and which are best learnt at the bedside.

Our COVID-19 blended learning model (Fig. 1) shows the different clinical training options that are available during different stages of severity of the pandemic and in the post-pandemic period. Four distinct but sequential training options are available during this period: (i) online learning only; (ii) the learning of specific clinical skills at the bedside; (iii) learners receiving directed instruction – at the bedside with clinician-educators – on how to integrate physical findings to make a diagnosis, and thus acquiring specific and desired clinical competencies; and (iv) the return to full bedside learning. An example of how the model would be used for undergraduate students to acquire clinical competence in the paediatric respiratory examination is presented as an example in Box 1.

**Stage 1: Severe pandemic**

As we and other clinician-educators have witnessed, bedside clinical training was not possible during the most severe stage of the pandemic. The only available option was online learning, which necessitated an urgent move to what is termed ERL. The term ‘ERL’ (or sometimes ERT – emergency remote teaching) is distinguished from ‘online learning’ because of the lack of time for adequate planning and design, highlighting an urgent need to develop effective online training materials to facilitate student engagement. These resources will be useful both in the post-COVID-19 era and if we were to return to severe pandemic conditions in the future.

**Stage 2: Moderate-severity pandemic conditions**

In this scenario, our current situation (as of November 2020) is that students have partially returned to the clinical workspace. Clinical training consists of ERL and bedside learning. Only a certain number of students are allowed into wards at specified times, to maintain physical distancing. The time spent examining children is brief so that all students have an opportunity to examine children.

Given the limited time at the bedside, online learning is essential to augment clinical training. Inspection skills can be effectively learnt online because well-designed materials can excellently demonstrate physical signs. For example, auscultation skills can be taught with greater effectiveness online, compared with bedside learning, using modern electronic stethoscopes that can record and digitise normal and abnormal lung and heart sounds. The shared listening experience of digital recordings, together with the opportunity for immediate feedback, facilitates deliberate practice. Palpation and percussion techniques can be demonstrated to students by expert clinicians through short videos, and students can practise these skills among themselves with reference to multimedia resources developed for that purpose. The use of online materials to introduce these examination techniques will allow students and educators to focus on the revision of inspection skills and the mastery of specific examination techniques at the bedside.

**Stage 3: Mild-severity pandemic or post-pandemic conditions**

As students and clinician-educators have greater access to clinical workspaces, we should determine how best to design online learning and blend it with bedside clinical training. This situation provides an ideal opportunity to review what we teach and how we teach. We need to consider what has worked during the pandemic thus far, and how best to support clinician-educators in this time of flux.

The educational crisis caused by the pandemic has brought what we teach and how we teach into sharp relief. Although we lamented the lack of complete bedside clinical training during the pandemic, we rarely appreciated its value before the pandemic. There is no alternative to learning bedside clinical skills because there are many limitations of technological diagnostic tests. However, we need to define what clinical skills – ranked according to the amount of practice needed to achieve competence – are best taught at the bedside when there is limited time for an examination.
The mastery of clinical skills is not a homogeneous process; some skills are more easily learnt than others. For example, gaining competency in eliciting pedal oedema and detecting scleral jaundice is more straightforward than acquiring mastery in eliciting deep tendon reflexes in children. Other clinical skills are challenging to learn and of limited value in undergraduate training: the detection of moderate ascites using the ‘shifting dullness’ technique and the accurate characterisation of cardiac murmurs are very difficult to learn during undergraduate paediatric rotations. The value of these clinical skills needs re-appraisal when the use of ultrasonography and echocardiography is required. Therefore, we must define an updated list of essential bedside paediatric clinical skills for undergraduate students. However, the power of clinical examination in making accurate diagnoses must be made clear: students should be strongly encouraged to continuously learn and update their bedside examination techniques throughout their careers. As students become competent in mastering the techniques of specified clinical skills, the interpretation of these clinical signs with deductive reasoning will facilitate clinical diagnosis. To achieve this competency, clinician-educators need to develop teaching and illness scripts that facilitate learning.

Reflecting on the role of ERL during the pandemic, effective online materials must be created, using educational, information technology, media, and content- and clinical-domain experts. Although the financial and temporal investment costs for creating these programmes are significant, the...
technology can be efficiently scaled up for use by other clinical departments, and online programmes can be co-created and shared with other national and international departments to reduce costs.

Although we have focused on undergraduate students in the present discussion, we need to think about the adverse effects of the pandemic on our current interns too. Current interns have received limited clinical training during their paediatric rotations, and additional training would be required to ensure that these doctors have the desired clinical competency levels if they choose to undergo further training in paediatrics. These doctors can use the same online teaching resources to complement their clinical training.

Our experiences at CHBAH have influenced the development of our model. But we believe that learning and teaching conditions, as well as the effect of the COVID-19 pandemic on clinical training, are similar in many other national and international resource-limited settings. We hope that our proposed blended learning model will benefit educators and students in other settings and that it is used and refined beyond the current pandemic period. At our university, the priority would be to update but shorten our current paediatric undergraduate curriculum using a pedagogic content knowledge framework.40

Much content can be effectively delivered using online platforms so that the valuable time available for bedside training is used effectively.

Ideally, by mid-2021, we should have created a blended learning programme that facilitates the learning of bedside clinical skills, and developed scripts for learning clinical skills and clinical reasoning. To be clear, our model needs scrutiny and validation and may require modification; but, in these uncertain times, we cannot continue on the current path for much longer and fulfil our mandate to train and graduate competent doctors.
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